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THE GOOD, THE BAD,
AND THE CHARITABLE
Adam G. Martin
Robert Atkinson and William Dennis both critique the philanthropic tax
exemption in the United States in a manner reminiscent of Augustine’s early pleas
for chastity: “IRS, grant me taxation, but not yet.” Although both essays point to
current problems generated by the exemption, the writers recognize that when
bad policies are deeply entrenched, the exemption might serve as a coping
mechanism. Each of the two essays thus sketches out an (effectively) ideal fiscal
regime in which the tax exemption for charities is no more, as well as a few
preliminary steps toward the author’s ideal. Dennis helpfully dubs this sort of
thought experiment “Rogge’s World,” in which we consider what the merits of a
policy might be in a more sensible overall policy regime.
Like Atkinson’s World and Dennis’ World, my ideal policy regime lacks a tax
exemption for charitable organizations. But I remain unconvinced of significant
portions of their arguments, taking issue with aspects of each author’s depiction and
ordering of alternative policy regimes. In the interest of brevity I focus on the areas
of sharpest disagreement. That means offering a critique of Atkinson’s ideal (the
Good) and a counter-critique of Dennis’ appraisal of the current regime (the Bad).
In engaging with both authors, I think it is fair to refer to Atkinson’s preferred
approach as state-centric and Dennis’ as market-centric. In using this terminology
I do not mean to reduce important questions to a market-state dichotomy, but
merely as shorthand for the distinction between charitable activities undertaken
with public funds as opposed to those for which revenue comes from private
property and the competition for donations. Whereas Atkinson wants to eliminate
the tax exemption to bring charity and the state closer together, Dennis wants to
do so in order to push them further apart.
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Atkinson’s Good Ain’t So Good
Atkinson’s World—his ideal of a Neoclassical Republic—is one in which the
state abandons any “liberal neutrality towards various life plans” and instead
actively promotes the cultivation of human excellence. He contrasts the valueneutral or pluralistic market model of philanthropy with a state-centric model that
works toward a definite hierarchy of values, tightly linking underlying moral
visions with the institutions that determine how philanthropic resources are
allocated. To support the market model of philanthropy, he argues, is to affirm
both value neutrality and the goodness of individuals’ philanthropic decisions.
This position fundamentally misconstrues the nature of the market and of
voluntary activity more generally. Correcting that misunderstanding exposes some
deep cracks in the institutional foundations of Atkinson’s World.
The driving force of the market is not the affirmation of individual choices,
but the ceaseless push to eliminate error and discover better ways of
accomplishing ends (Kirzner 2000). The relentless process of weeding out failed
enterprises can hardly be described as equating given choices with the good. The
market model of philanthropy is not identical with the market of profit and loss,
but the freedom to experiment with various projects and the competition for
charitable dollars allow for a significant measure of social learning and adaptation.
Markets ultimately rely on dissent and critique rather than popular approval.
The problem of grappling with failure is the first crack in the foundation of
Atkinson’s World. Even well-meaning men who correctly discern Atkinson’s favored
hierarchy of values can make mistakes about the best way to achieve those values,
and changing technology and circumstances can make today’s effective solutions
into tomorrow’s clumsy failures. How, in his state-centric system, are such errors to
be detected and corrected? The absence of any discussion of opportunity costs or
tradeoffs is especially troubling here. Within the context of his paradigmatic
philanthropic project of education, for example, every dollar spent widening the net
to find a potential paragon of civic virtue is a dollar not spent deepening the
education of potential paragons so identified. In Atkinson’s story about double
taxation there are only two groups: the civically virtuous who give and the free riders
who do not give to causes that are assumed to be the wisest use of resources. He
nowhere recognizes that someone might not give to project A because they believe
that project B is more worthwhile, even according to a given system of ends.
Atkinson’s only nod to concerns of effectiveness is his blithe assertion that
“this neoclassical version of philanthropy would … seek the most efficient
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provider in terms of real productive efficiency” (2012, 19). This is begging the
question. More troubling, the next sentence goes on to admit that this regime
“would have a preference for public rather than private funding.” Far from
enabling error correction, public funding has a strong tendency to entrench errors
(Pennington 2011, ch. 6). It eliminates the opportunity for donors to divert their
funds elsewhere and the incentive for competing philanthropic entrepreneurs to
detect those errors in the first place. Public funding likewise slackens the incentive
of the public-spirited to monitor the effectiveness of projects. Even if they know
that services are being provided poorly—say in the case of ineffective public
schools—that knowledge does nothing unless they can create a sufficient political
groundswell to overcome the entrenched interests of current providers. In an
attempt to solve the free-riding problem of funding, state provision creates a freeriding problem in project evaluation (Tullock 1971).
But even if the competitive pressure of the market for philanthropy does
better at eliminating failures, Atkinson may object that there is no guarantee it will
do so according to his preferred hierarchy of values. Some individuals will even
choose to give little or not at all. All of this is true. There is no guarantee that
private donors will choose according to a given scale of values. But this is equally
true of his preferred regime.
A second crack in the foundation of Atkinson’s World is this: once the power
to subsidize his favored values is handed over to the state, there is no guarantee
it will actually be used to support them. Any freedom of choice over means entails
a freedom of choice over ends. This is no less true of discretionary authority given
to political agents. Any set of decision rights allows the individuals holding those
rights to pursue a variety of ends with them. Why should we expect a state
empowered to pursue ends deemed public benefits to secure a Neoclassical
Republic and not Imperial Tyranny or mere Petty Cronyism?
Imbuing high offices with wide powers is a dangerous price to pay for any
vision of human excellence. But setting aside the obvious problems of power—that
it can be abused, draws the ambition of the vicious, and can corrupt the
virtuous—there is still something deeply troubling about the hierarchy of values
that Atkinson extols. The “particular vision of human excellence” that he wishes
to enshrine is “the most fully developed individuals in service of the public good”
(2012, 19). This means, unambiguously, that the best and the brightest wield
political power. The role of philanthropy in this regime is thus to “enable everyone
in the Republic to become a leader of the Republic.” The exercise of political
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authority is not merely instrumental to the realization of human excellence, but is
constitutive of the highest forms of that excellence.
The deeply troubling exaltation of state authority is a cavernous rupture in the
moral foundations of Atkinson’s Neoclassical Republic. Whatever one may think
of the possibility or desirability of a given hierarchy of values underpinning the
institutional regime of a nation, this is the wrong set of values. At its best, political
leadership is a weapon against tyranny or injustice. No weapon has ever been the
key to human flourishing or civilization, but only a means to protect it from other
destructive forces.
Excellence in commercial, philanthropic, spiritual, artistic, scholarly, and even
routine domestic activities—the most meaningful sphere of life for most
individuals—far outweighs the excellence of political life. There is a crucial
difference between the exercise of political power and these other activities: it is
by nature rivalrous. One individual can only lead the Republic to the extent that
other individuals follow, and thus do not lead. By contrast with excellence in
leading, and its corollary of servility (Wagner 2007, ch. 8), excellence in private
endeavors leaves other individuals free to pursue their own excellence. Often—as
is the case in market endeavors—the excellence of one individual even lays the
foundation for the excellence of others. There is a telling omission in Atkinson’s
essay: for all his talk of merit, he does not mention the merit or excellence of the
philanthropist. The good of charitable giving is subsumed to the political good as
interpreted by agents of the state. That is no ideal worth striving for.

Dennis’ Bad Ain’t So Bad
Dennis’ World is likewise not my ideal, but it is in the same neighborhood.
Whereas Atkinson advocates abolishing the philanthropic tax exemption in order
to expand the state’s influence over philanthropy, Dennis more wisely hopes to
diminish state control. He qualifies his call for abolition by imagining a regime of
low, flat, and uniform taxes levied on all organizational and family income. In
such a regime, making philanthropic enterprises tax-exempt would distort civil
society more than it would nourish it. I concur.
However, some of the effects of charitable tax exemption in the current regime
that Dennis dubs disadvantages are arguably—at least in that current regime—
advantages. Dennis’ arguments against the efficiency of the exemption basically
boil down to two deleterious effects he claims it has. First, it leads to “illconsidered philanthropic investments” designed to minimize tax burdens rather
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than effectively achieve their putative ends. Second, it allows nonprofit
organizations to “unfairly compete” with both for-profit businesses and families
who offer competing services.
Kirzner (1985, ch. 6) distinguishes between entrepreneurial discoveries borne
out of a normally functioning market process and superfluous discoveries
engendered by fiscal and regulatory burdens. Superfluous discoveries are
profitable only because of some government policy, and they are wasteful
compared to options that would be profitable in the absence of said policy. For
example, if the United States were to ban the importation of cars from Mexico, an
intrepid entrepreneur might establish factories just south of the U.S. border in
which cars are nearly assembled. The almost-finished work could then be quickly
shipped across the river to factories on the U.S. side for final assembly. Although
such production methods are wasteful compared to what would obtain were there
no import restrictions, the cross-border workaround would still save resources
compared to other plans that are proportionately more domestic.
The logic of superfluous discovery implies that Dennis’ first and second
deleterious effects of the tax exemption may in fact be advantages. It’s true that
charitable projects designed to minimize tax burdens are unlikely to be the wisest
use of dollars toward advancing some genuinely charitable end. However, one
must also consider where the tax money being sheltered would be spent once
taxed. Economists are apt to worry about marginal units, the last additions to or
first subtractions from a stock. Eliminating the tax deduction means eliminating
some marginal philanthropic projects (projects their initiators deem just barely
worth doing at present). Without the deduction, these resources would be shifted
toward marginal tax-funded projects (projects presently considered just outside
the scope of government budgets). Does the marginal poorly chosen, taxminimizing charitable project tend to enhance human flourishing more or less
than the marginal tax-funded project? One need not be a raving libertarian to
recognize that, in the world we live in, such “distortions” which may be due more
to motives of tax avoidance than beneficence may nevertheless improve welfare
on net. On the other hand, one could imagine a regime in which the marginal tax
dollar is not merely wasted but rather actively retards human flourishing or is used
to violate human dignity. In such a scenario, maybe even the most wasteful
charitable activities undertaken for the most self-interested of reasons could be
seen as morally salutary. Han Solo is a smuggler, rogue, and scoundrel, but we
cheer for him because he is not the Evil Empire. That intuition is surely right.
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The same basic logic applies to Dennis’ concern about “unfair” competition
between tax-exempt and non-exempt enterprises. Fairness may be a concern in
and of itself, but as a practical matter uneven hurdles to competition are better
than uniformly high hurdles. When rules retard human flourishing, it is better that
they not be uniformly applied, because exceptions allow at least some liberty.
Corrupt license czars are preferable to principled ones, and a lax and uneven
prohibition on imports is better than a rigorously enforced one. The same is true
of an onerous tax burden. Generality is a quality of good rules, but it does not
follow that it is a good quality of all rules. Only under a more benign fiscal state
would generality—including eliminating the exemption—positively contribute to
human flourishing.
But concerns about waste and competition, I surmise, are secondary to
Dennis’ deeper, third concern that special treatment makes philanthropy beholden
to the state. Even if the tax exemption is a release from state control at any given
point in time, it fundamentally politicizes charitable activity in a way that breeds
servility and undermines the natural connection between philanthropy and other
branches of civil society, especially markets. Tax-exempt status is a grant given by
state agents, a boon to be bestowed on those who are willing to dance to the tune
called by the state. The politicization of philanthropy is the most serious concern
on which Dennis has put his finger. Unfortunately, the picture here is rather grim.
Even if practitioners seeking favors did not politicize charitable activity, states
throughout history have intruded on the domain of charity by making largesse a
tool of social control (Jacobs 1992). The wall separating charity and the state has
probably never been very high.
The silver lining is that, despite this omnipresent historical trend, there still
exists a vibrant private philanthropic sector in the modern United States.
Concerned liberals should seek ways to bolster its robustness in the short and
medium run while seeking to make practitioners aware of the symbiotic
relationship between market making and charitable giving. Without such
recognition there is unlikely to be any lasting separation, much less a full divorce,
between philanthropy and the state. For now, though, it is wiser to leave the tax
exemption in place, even if it means living with nonprofit organizations of less
than perfect charity.
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